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The Hindenburg, Nazi Germany's pride and joy, spent one glorious season ferrying passengers across the Atlantic in its
luxurious belly.

Crew members stationed in the stern reported actually seeing the cells burning. The passengers were
awestruck by the ship, the Hindenburg received wide coverage in the press, and the future of the passenger
zeppelin seemed brighter than ever. Beholden to the Nazi government, which had put him in charge of the
DZR, Ernst Lehmann agreed to cancel the test flights and make the propaganda flight instead, and Lehmann
even went forward with the planned flight despite unfavorable gusty conditions on the day of departure. His
hydrogen-filled blimp carried a three-horsepower steam engine that turned a large propeller and flew at a
speed of six miles per hour. Hydrogen hypothesis[ edit ] The theory that hydrogen was ignited by a static
spark is the most widely accepted theory as determined by the official crash investigations. Some of the
airshipmen at the time, including Captain Pruss, asserted that the stern heaviness was normal, since
aerodynamic pressure would push rainwater towards the stern of the airship. New York: Harper. Eckener
rejected the idea that hydrogen could have been ignited by an engine backfire , postulating that the hydrogen
could not have been ignited by any exhaust because the temperature is too low to ignite the hydrogen. Bad
weather also produced a shorter than average growing season and hence a poor harvest. Hayes, Carleton J. Ian
F. And as central planners go, Rathenauâ€”an experienced businessmanâ€”was more familiar with the realities
of production and distribution than most of the long string of central planners in the twentieth century. A
variant of the static spark hypothesis, presented by Addison Bain , is that a spark between inadequately
grounded fabric cover segments of the Hindenburg itself started the fire, and that the spark had ignited the
"highly flammable" outer skin. It may be that this psychological tendency is prevalent among the personality
types who end up in the top positions in all modern mass political systems. As the airship was approaching the
mooring mast, he noted that one of the engines, thrown into reverse for a hard turn, backfired, and a shower of
sparks was emitted. The war provided him the chance Feldman , pp. Standing outside the main gate to the
Naval Air Station, he watched, together with his wife and son, as the Zeppelin approached the mast and
dropped her bow lines. However, airship fires have been observed when lightning strikes the vehicle as it
vents hydrogen as ballast in preparation for landing. In lab experiments, using the Hindenburg's outer covering
and a static ignition, hydrogen was able to be ignited but with the covering of the LZ Graf Zeppelin, nothing
happened. The various increased output quotas led to a national railroad crisis in early  Clearly, a pre-existing
central-planning mentality was fundamental to the creation of the total war state, as will be seen below. This
does not normally ignite a fire in hydrogen-filled airships due to the lack of oxygen. The American collectivist
philosopher John Dewey, a contemporary of the Hindenburg Program elitists, plumped enthusiastically for
American entry to the war. The resulting order resembled in many respects the kind of collectivist,
technocratic decisionmaking advocated by Rathenau. Walther Rathenau: His Life and Work. New York:
Harper and Row. Moreover, from July until November, the Germans absorbed the powerful blows of the
British and French in the Somme attack: though one more often discusses the colossal losses of the British in
connection with the Somme, the Germans lost almost , men killed, wounded, or captured a greater number
than in the whole ten-month abbatoir at Verdun, where they lost only , Deleiter, Erich. The Hindenburg
Program itself was really the outgrowth of these efforts at Command Economy. Over 5 years count zeppelin
had realized that the Germany government agreed to go on the airship called the Hindenburg what they did not
know is they were about to be in an The Hindenburg By:Janet B. It is a common term for a plasticised lacquer
that provides stiffness, protection, and a lightweight, airtight seal to woven fabrics. Princeton, N. Englewood
Cliffs, N. Harold G. Bauer worked out his plan in conjunction with Moellendorff, with whom the general staff
officer had come into contact through Fritz Haber, Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, introducer of poison gas to
the battlefield, and later advocate of total government. In all the belligerent countries, this terrible year of
warfare effected farreaching changes, in fact veritable social crises, at home. The zeppelin company wanted
everyone in Germany to have zeppelin just like we have cars. Seymour, Charles. In the Hindenburg the most
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depressing moment was when the Hindenburg blew up while tons of people were in there and most of them all
died. It is hardly surprising that in this welter of planning and intervention, neither potatoes nor pork became
more plentiful Davis ; Lee 


